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Mars colony spacex

NASA's Ames Research Center has developed a draft proposal for a mission that will take soil samples from Mars and deliver them back to Earth. It's ambitious to be sure, but NASA scientists are optimistic about the so-called Red Dragon proposal so named as it would be based on a modified version of SpaceX's Dragon capsule.
According to the team, this mission could be feasible in the early 2020s, just in time for NASA's next mission to Mars. Repurposing spacecraft near Earth for longer journeys is usually a bad idea that does not pass the initial design stages. However, SpaceX has designed the Dragon capsule to be highly adaptable. After all, the manned
dragon is essentially the same ship that is already in operation as an automatic freight transport. CEO Elon Musk says the Falcon 9 Heavy is powerful enough to take the fully charged Dragon to Mars, provided it's not necessary for the return journey. An easier payload could reach Jupiter. He and SpaceX were not involved in the design of
the Red Dragon mission, but Musk has since come out in favor of the basic idea, noting that the Dragon vehicle is designed to land on any surface in the solar system. Landing on the surface of Mars is becoming an increasingly difficult problem as you grow en masse. The atmosphere is too thin for parachutes to do all the work, and
delicate components don't kindly take to harsh impacts. The 1 ton Curiosity rover landed with a rocket, but the Red Dragon had a payload of at least 2 tons. Scientists Ames believe that the Red Dragon can establish without parachutes, using only Super Draco engines that are developed for the emergency abortion system on manned
dragon capsules. This would allow the Red Dragon to recify with NASA's Rover Mars planned for 2020, which will already have collected soil samples for the return mission. It would be ineffective to try to lift the entire dragon capsule back from the Martian surface, so instead it would carry a small ascent vehicle to Mars that would launch
into orbit. Lower gravity and the thinner atmosphere on Mars facilitate access to orbit. This craft would align for an encounter with Earth, then release a smaller return vehicle to Earth with the samples on board. Once in low Earth orbit, a second Dragon capsule will be sent to retrieve it. Getting samples of Martian soil back on Earth would
be the best way to learn about the history and composition of Mars. There's only so much a rover can do from millions of miles away, and if scientists come up with a new idea for a test, they have to wait for the next mission. Having fresh samples would speed things up a lot. that we will finally figure out if Mars ever supported life. SpaceX
is looking for first-class real estate to populate Mars, according to a nasa spacecraft photo database. Records in the database suggest that the rocket company, founded by technical mogul Elon Musk, is looking for relatively flat, warm and safe places. Dangers. set up his coming launch vehicle, called Starship.A scientist at the University
of Arizona later confirmed the existence of the Spacex landing-scouting project. SpaceX is developing Starship - a two-stage rocket - that will land 150 tons and up to 100 people on Mars, with the first missions since the mid-2020s. Each candidate landing site is a place where frozen water can be buried under just a little bit of red dirt and
thus accessible to robots and humans. That ice could, in theory, be exploited, melted and turned into precious supplies, such as water, air and rocket fuel. Space history writer Robert Zimmerman first posted images on his website Beyond the Black after publishing a new batch of data from NASA's Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter.
Zimmerman noticed several photos of the titles that included the words Landing Place candidate for SpaceX Starship. In short, it is very interesting to discover that SpaceX is beginning to search a place where it can land on Mars, Zimmerman wrote, adding that each site was a likely location for finding buried ice. SpaceX did not
immediately respond to a request for comments from Business Insider. However, the images are authentic requests from the company made through a scientist at NASA's Jet Propulsion Laboratory. SpaceX is considering at least 9 Landing Sites for Starships A map of the Mars elevation showing the nine candidate landing sites spaced
that SpaceX is considering for its first Martian voyages of the Starship. NASA/USGS/ESA/DLR/FU Berlin (G. Neukum) via Google Earth Pro; Business Insider The new images came from HiRISE, a telescope operated by the University of Arizona that is mounted on the MRO spacecraft. The telescope camera can photograph surface
features at a resolution of up to 1 foot per pixel - three times the resolution that Google Maps offers to the earth and on par with spy satellites. HiRISE, however, can only take so many considerable images into orbit and teleport them tens of millions of miles back to Earth. So scientists need to submit image applications for locations of
interest to them months in advance. Although Zimmerman highlighted four Starship landing sites in the HiRISE catalog, Business Insider found image requests for nine SpaceX-related locations. They have been plotted (above) by entering data into Google Earth.All's starship image requests were submitted by Nathan R. Williams, a
planetary geologist at NASA JPL. Williams has previously requested dozens of images in support of NASA's upcoming mars 2020 mission, which will attempt a landing in Jezero Crater. He also requested dozens of photos to support the now-defunct Spacex Red Dragon mission to Mars. He was tied up a confidentiality agreement with
SpaceX and could not comment, Zimmerman said after contacting Williams about Starship's image requests. (Neither Williams nor NASA JPL immediately responded to Business Insider's request for comment.) The HiRISE website shows that on April 29, Williams requested 18 18 images of Mars related to Starship. Specifically, he asked
for two images each on the site - each from a slightly different angle - to build anaglyphs stereo pairs. Such pairs can reveal finer 3D details about a location, including the dangers of terrain and landing. Of the nine locations Williams asked HiRISE to observe, six published images, two have not yet been published, and one has not yet
been photographed. Alfred McEwen, planetary geologist and director of the Planetary Image Research Laboratory, confirmed the project after the story was published. Under JPL's guidance, the HiRISE team was candidate images landing sites for SpaceX, McEwen told Business Insider in an email. This effort began in 2017, initially for
the Red Dragon lander, and continues for their Starship vehicle. Landing sites are relatively flat, warm, boulder-free and probably frozen An illustration of SpaceX's Starship vehicle on the surface of Mars, with greenhouses and a space colony forming in the distance. Elon Musk/SpaceX via Twitter Musk has said in recent years that he
wants SpaceX to help build an autonomous city on Mars by the mid-2050s - partly as a way to support humanity as a hard drive. To do this without going bankrupt, however, it needs a lot of starships and the ability to refuel them on the red planet. Read more: Elon Musk says he's sure people could afford to sell their home from Earth and
move to Mars with a SpaceX rocket The company hopes to make Starship completely reusable - the first rocket of its kind - to cut launch costs by a factor of 100 or more than 1,000. Refueling from Mars is key to Musk's scheme working, which is why SpaceX chose methane as its chosen fuel. By using solar (or perhaps nuclear) energy,
Musk says, a process called the Sabatier reaction could turn water and carbon dioxide from the thin Martian atmosphere into methane. This fuel, along with oxygen extracted from the water, could be used to refuel starships for return flights to Earth, as well as to provide breathable air and drinking water. Eight of the nine possible landing
sites are located on the border of two major regions called Arcadia Planitia (to the north) and Amazonis Planitia (to the south): Flat, frozen and low-lying places appear to be where SpaceX wants to land starships. NASA/USGS/ESA/DLR/FU Berlin (G. Neukum) via Google Earth Pro; Business Insider McEwen said the candidates' landing
sites are concentrated at low altitudes in the northern midlatitudes, where there is evidence for shallow ground ice. It is believed that the strip of Mars hides massive, rapidly buried glaciers that remain largely preserved after millions of Some evidence for this is in the form of nearby craters, which seem to sink after a meteorite impact
because they expose ice to Martian air, which is about 1% as thick as Earth's. Functional, which is a vacuum, causing ice now exposed to sublimate away in the air in the same way a dry block do when it warms up. A line of evidence for ice on Mars are the places of impact. The ice exposed to thin Martian air sublimates into a gas and
collapses around the original crater. NASA/JPL/University of Arizona; The presumed candidate sites of Business Insider SpaceX are also flat and relatively free of boulders, which are objects that you certainly don't want the spacecraft to land or crash. The sites are also far removed from the super-frigid polar caps of Mars, are a little
warmer, see quite a lot of sun (important for collecting solar energy) and are relatively low. Because air sinks and becomes denser at lower altitudes, this could help Sabatier machines suck more efficiently into carbon dioxide and manufacture methane fuel for Starships.SpaceX is just beginning to test Starship, though Starhopper -
SpaceX's first Mars Starship prototype - floating over its launch pad during a test flight in Boca Chica, Texas, last Tuesday. Trevor Mahlmann/Reuters At this stage, SpaceX has not completed a starship capable of reaching orbit, let alone land on Mars. The company also did not explain how it intends to mine ice, build permanent habitats
that recycle resources, or even keep people alive during the journey to and from Mars.But SpaceX has a solid start: It has built and tested well new raptor engines for burning methane. SpaceX also linked such an engine to an early prototype, called Starhopper, and grew more than 490 feet, or 150 feet, in the air above South Texas on
July 25. The workers are now building two larger, orbit-capable prototypes: Starship Mark 1 in Boca Chica, Texas, and Starship Mark 2 in Cacao, Florida. Musk tweeted Friday that the company would try to launch them about 12.4 miles into the air in October and then around the Earth shortly thereafter. If all goes according to the CEO's
aspirational timeline, the rocket company could launch passengers around the moon and carry missions to Mars in the mid-2020s. Musk also plans to update the world on SpaceX's latest design for Starship and plans for the launch system on September 28. It is possible that he can also tell more about where and why, exactly, the
company intends to land its first Starship interplanetary missions. Do you have a story or information to share? Send Dave Mosher an email or consider several secure communication options listed here. This story has been updated. It was originally published at 8:08 a.m. a.m. ET on September 2, 2019. 2019.
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